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Dviete wetlands

Strawberries, birds 
and wild horses
The nature of Latgale is varied, as are the opportunities to enjoy it. In your tour, 
include one of the many nature trails of Latgale and improve your knowledge of 
the ever mysterious world of flora and fauna. Admire red deers and their noble 
antlers in the red deer park in Rugāji; observe birds in Višķi parish, the birthplace 
of the Russian Empress Catherine, or visit the unique Dviete Wetlands Nature Park 
– the home of wild horses and cows. In the spring of 2013 Dviete experienced an 
impressive whirlpool in Dviete that easily engulfed huge pieces of ice. The Dviete 
whirlpool video received around 5 million views on Youtube.com.

The strawberry aroma and taste, both in winter and summer, is offered by the 
owners of the farmstead ‘‘Zemeņu krastiņi’’ (Strawberry banks) in the Aglona 
district. On the bank of Lake Gerinamovas-Ilzas, they have created an attractive 
and unique strawberry world and educational nature trails. If your children are set 
on believing that milk come from a store, bring them to ‘‘Zemeņu krastiņi’’. Here in 
the meadows with lush grass pastures and the most genuine brown cows, anyone 
can observe or even participate in milking. Freshly milked milk tastes completely 
different; it is full of the life-giving strength of nature that we lack so much in our 
everyday life. Just be open to adventures!
Photo: Bulterjers

Red deer park
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Dviete wetlands
Nature park ‘‘Dvietes palienes’’ (Dviete wetlands) is one of the
largest and the best-preserved natural river wetlands in Latvia and
Europe. During flood water the small Dviete River may rise 
by 6 metres.

More information: Dviete Valley Information Centre.
Phone: +371 26109353

Red deer park
In Rugāji parish ‘‘Mežsētas’’ there is a 200 hectare large park for
pedigree red deer; there are around 350 red deers, as well as
several wild boar families. Near the park there are 15 observation
platforms. Close by, in a 12 hectare large territory, there are fish 
ponds where you can catch fat carp, whiskered catfish, sturgeon, 
salmon, eel and crawfish.

More information: Rugāji parish Tourism Information Centre. 
Phone: +371 26355954
Photo: Aleksandrs Lebeds

Bird tower
Bird watching is becoming increasingly popular in Latvia. Various
events are being organised – Bird Day, specialised tours, bird 
watching and counting competitions. Currently in Latvia there are 
355 registered bird species. Birds can be best observed from 
a special tower. Contact your local tourist information centre to 
learn about the location of the towers and the species that are 
most active during the corresponding time. Do not forget to take 
binoculars! 

Strawberry trail
You are invited by the welcoming hostess of ‘‘Zemeņu krastiņi’’ to 
visit the Strawberry trail and meet the Strawberry Queen, pixie and
the good witch. While on the Tree trail you will learn how to talk to 
the trees and receive their life-giving energy.

Milking
Believe it or not, but ‘‘Zemeņu krastiņi’’ offers to teach a very
ancient skill – how to milk a cow. Warm, fragrant milk is dripping 
into the bucket and the hostess gently invites one to taste it. Do 
the city dwellers know what real, freshly milked milk tastes like?

More information: Aglona Business Support Centre. 
Phone: +371 65322100

Milking

Strawberry trail

Nature observing

Bird tower
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Rothko – Star of Latgale
Daugavpils Mark Rothko Art Centre

2
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Daugavpils Mark Rothko Art Centre
Mark Rothko (1903–1970, b. Marcus Rotkowich) who was born in
Dvinsk (today – Daugavpils, Latvia) is one the best known artists
of the XX century. In 1913 his family emigrated to the United 
States. Rothko was a key figure in the development of post-war
paintings in the United States and the founder of the so-called 
New York School of Abstract Expressionism.

Several leading art museums exhibit Rothko’s works, and now the 
Mark Rothko Art Centre in Daugavpils is among them. The Centre 
was opened on 24 April 2013. It is located inside the renovated 
Daugavpils fortress’ Arsenal building, and it is the biggest art 
centre in Latvia. The area of about 2000 m² includes various 
expositions and exhibitions and is divided into four sectors. 
Rothko Sector exhibits six original paintings of Mark Rothko, 
which were kindly deposited by Kate and Christopher Rothko. 
Rothko Sector also includes the Rothko Silent Room, video hall, 
reproductions of Rothko paintings and digital exposition. The 
library collection includes about 400 unique books on art. “The 
Centre tells a story about Rothko – how his life was influenced by 
the living environment, childhood memories of Daugavpils, how 
Rothko’s personality and creativeness were formed,” says Inga 
Goldberga, Manager of the Marketing Division. A visit to Rothko 
Sector would take at least 45 minutes.

The Art Centre also includes the Contemporary Arts Sector, 
a sector for art projects and a sector for expositions of regional
artists. An important line of activity of the Centre is the Club of
Creative Industries – a platform aimed at supporting creative
initiatives in the region. The Art Centre also includes the coffee bar
Arsenāls and a children’s room.

For additional information visit the website of Daugavpils Mark Rothko Art 
Centre www.rothkocenter.com or contact by phone. +371 65430273 or 
+371 29455008
Photo: Bulterjers

1. Exposition of six original paintings of Mark Rothko

2. A moment of meditation in the Silent Room

3. Part of the interactive exposition on Rothko’s life

4. Artists’ workshops and residences located in Rothko Centre

5. Library offering unique books on art

6. Space for several exhibitions and an exposition of artists from
Latgale region

Art
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Glass of Līvāni
The name of the Līvāni Glass Factory (earlier known as Livenhoff Glass Factory)
was mentioned in historical sources in 1887. The factory survived various
ages, several times it suspended production and then restarted it again, still 
the factory has been idle since 2008. The people of Līvāni are willed to keep 
the traditions of the glass factory that now are gradually being forgotten since 
the factory has been closed. The Glass Factory History Museum moved from 
the former premises of the Board to the Latgale Arts and Crafts Centre in Līvāni. 
The museum was founded in 1979, but in the new premises it was opened only 
on 12 April, 2013. It is a unique possibility to see the glass products of the factory 
collected together. There are about 3,000 outstanding glass masterpieces that 
were collected over a period of more than 100 years. The collection has both 
simple formed bottles and complicated design masterpieces. The premises of 
the museum are wide and light and are equipped in a modern way. This makes it 
possible to see every exhibit item and to enjoy the wide range of colours.

More information: Līvāni Tourism Information Centre. Phone: +371 65381856

Background: work plan of the glass master Inga Salmiņa
Photo: Jānis Vidmants
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1. The glass master at work
Inga Salmiņa is a glass master who works in the Latgale Arts and
Crafts Centre in Līvāni. The glass is thawing, and the phiable 
liquid of glass takes the forms created by the master. Inga is 
willed to share her experience and offers the guests of the Centre 
the chance to peer at the glass world secrets and create their 
own glass knickknacks.

2. Eternal value – glass jewellery
The pieces of jewellery created by the glass masters of Latgale 
are stylish and unique. The combinations and colours of the 
glass beads are endless. One should only trust the charm and 
find the best matching jewellery for oneself. The fashion for the 
glass jewellery is eternal all over the world.

3. Borderless design
Līvāni Glass Factory used to be proud of the creative ideas and
experiments of its masters that made the factory famous. The 
Līvāni Glass Factory was well-known both for its colourless and 
colourful products. The glass items travelled to different countries 
in the world, including the historical homeland of glass – Egypt.

4. Impressive glass chandelier
Each component of this impressive chandelier was created by
the professional glass-blower. The skills of the glass master to
create hundreds of equal components are admirable. The joined
elements are able to transform the interior beyond recognition.

5. Glassware by the Līvāni Glass Factory
No one is able to manage daily life without comfortable and 
amazing glassware. The glass vases and ice-cream dishes 
produced at the Līvāni Glass Factory are still kept in many
households. It seems that this glass is much more resistant
that many other modern glass products that break into small
pieces after just a tap.

6. The world under the cupola
Life has stopped. The whole century stands still under the
showcases: from tea glasses, carafes, oil lamp cylinders and
wind lamp glasses up to vacuum bottles and colourless crystal
dishes, that from the point of view of quality are equal to the
famous Bohemian crystals, lamps, candle holders, aquariums
and vases. However, it is better to see the exhibition in person.
Photo: Jānis Ozers

7. Facade of the Līvāni Glass Museum
Photo: Vineta Ozere
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Wickerworks

Male work

Master’s aura

The home of craftsmanship

Creative oases
The handicraftsmen of Latgale are people with skilful hands, that’s for sure. They 
have inborn craftsmanship. The skills are passed on from generation to generation 
and polished like precious stones. For a long time, generations of potters, 
weavers, jewellers, smiths, barrel makers, wood carvers, wicker workers, furniture 
masters and others have been developed. By the way, the most splendid jewellery 
that was rich in ornamental design, was worn by the people of Latgale. In turn, 
a smith was the most ancient profession in Latgale. Nowadays the craftsmanship 
is still highly valued in Latgale. There are three large active craftsmanship 
centres: the Latgale Arts and Crafts Centre in Līvāni, the Ludza Craftsmen 
Centre in the ancient Latvian town of Ludza, as well as the Daugavpils Clay Arts 
Centre. Everyone who is willed to learn, to see and to try out their own skills in 
craftsmanship are kindly welcome.

More information about the Ludza Craftsmen Centre: Ludza Tourism Information Centre. 
Phone: +371 65707203 Photo of the Ludza craftsmen and their created items: Jānis Vidmants

More information about the exposition “Craftsmen in Latgale”: Līvāni Tourism Information Centre. 
Phone: +371 65381856 General photo of the exposition: Jānis Ozers

More information about the Daugavpils Clay Arts Centre: Daugavpils Regional Tourism Information 
Centre. Phone: +371 65422818 General photo of the potters work exposition: Vineta Ozere
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Craftsmen centres

The home of craftsmanship
The Līvāni Craftsmanship Centre was founded in 2003 in the 
place where the Baron Līvens built the Līvāni estate in 1533. 
There are pottery, glass and textile arts workshops. The Līvāni 
Glass Museum has also been open here since 12 April 2013. The 
exposition ‘The Craftsmen in Latgale’ is located in the barn of the 
ancient estate. It exhibits the longest belt (94 m long) in Latvia.

Master’s aura
Saļimons Ķipļuks is the only master in Latvia who creates flax bast
shoes. Being a teenager he made his first bast shoes for wearing
to school in winter. The master also creates various wickerworks
of rods, makes wood items and binds birch whisks for saunas.

Male work
Ēriks Kondrāts, the chief of the Ludza Craftsmen Centre and
the main narrator weaves baskets, makes adornments and
creates other male works. He also knows the ancient dishes of
the people of Latgale and is interested in the history of cooking
traditions. He treats the guests of the Craftsmen Centre with the
delicious soup, cooked in a big cauldron in an authentic kitchen 
of Latgale.

Wickerworks
The masters of Latgale turn the unattractive willow rods into 
various goods that are helpful for daily household usage and also
serve as an interior decoration.

Female work
The diligent needlewomen of Latgale weave, sew, knit and create
amazing things. The authentic national suits and flax clothes of
Latgale, as well as the bright knitted things, woven braids, belts
and other items can be purchased in Ludza Craftsmen Centre.

Works of clay
The concept of Latgale and its ceramic traditions are inseparable.
Ceramics is found in every craftsmen centre or in every creative
workshop. The Clay Arts Centre was founded in the former 
tram depot in honour of the ancient craftsmanship and arts in 
Daugavpils.

Female work

Works of clay
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“Baltic Raku” and 
the fine vibrations of clay in Daugavpils
Toughened ceramics is an unusual and unique technique that dates back to more
than 600 years ago. Until the 19th century it was widely spread in the Baltic States,
Belarus and several regions of Russia. It is unique in its special after-burning
technique where rye flour yeast is used instead of glass glaze which is rich in 
chemical metal oxides. “It’s a completely ecological technique that was only 
possible where rye was grown and where people ate black rye bread,” says 
artist-ceramist Ilona Šauša. Today this technology has become of interest again 
and Daugavpils Ceramic Art centre is the only place in the Baltics with an exhibition 
of pottery made by this technology.

„Raku” is a Japanese hieroglyph that represents a similar pottery technique. It is
used to make tea ceremony tea sets in Japan and it dates back to about 400 
years ago. Americans also have their own raku, which they discovered about 50 
years ago. The principles of raku pottery are similar everywhere: clay dishes are 
rapidly removed from the oven and whilst still hot and glowing are cooled down in 
water or fresh air. The Japanese use green tea for this purpose, the Americans use 
dry leaves, and the Balts – rye flour yeast. When visiting the Ceramic Art Centre 
one can taste herbal tea from a cup produced according to the „Baltic Raku” 
technique and also buy it.

More information on the Daugavpils Ceramic Art Centre is available in the Daugavpils county Tourism 
Information Centre. Phone: +371 65422818
Photo: Jānis Ozers
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Ilona Šauša
Professional artist and manager of cultural projects, head of the
„Baltic Raku” society. Along with pottery, she also enjoys taking
part in the realisation of various art projects, including international
multifunctional art projects. Everyone is welcome to experience
the artistic atmosphere of this centre. Potters’ wheels are 
humming, folk musical instruments are being played, folk dance
steps are audible, creative activities are happening, and on
weekends they host weddings. „You will be able to try out pottery
and maybe even see how the largest pottery kiln in Latgale 
works,” promises Ilona, who kindly asks to book before visiting 
the Ceramic Art Centre.

Līga Čible
In her everyday life she is the deputy of the chief artist of 
Daugavpils, but her free time is devoted to decorative applied 
art. „I work with different, also unconventional, materials: paper, 
threads, cables. I am passionate about the transformation 
of ceramics in contemporary modern art installations, „ says 
the artist. Her works have been given as presents to Boris 
Grebenshchikov, Mark Rothko’s son Cristopher, etc.

Nellija Dzalba
Nellija represents the newest generation of the potter family. She
graduated from the Faculty of Music and Art of the University
of Daugavpils. She has been working with pottery since 2006 and
thinks that clay is a fantastic material that can be used in different
ways. „I like making various knick-knacks: necklaces, earrings,
buttons and clay lamps,” reveals the new ceramist.

Mairita Folkmane
„I am an experimenter and I try out different techniques and
materials,” says Mairita. Her passion is the ability to transform
a spiritual idea into a material object. Mairita is certain that art
has to radiate positive energy; then it is pleasant to look at. Her
current material is porcelain, which is transformed into unique art
products.

Pottery

Nellija Dzalba
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The living clay of Latgale
Clay from Latgale is ductile, shiny and clean; potters’ fingers will not find any
debris or stones. Such clay is like a gift from God, it mends itself into the form
assigned by the craftsman, transforming into what is known as Latgale’s pottery:
one of the most characteristic Latvian nationally cultural values with traditions
dating back hundreds of years. There are potter families living in the Latgale
region where this profession has been passed down from several generations, 
and the family name serves as a unique brand. They dig and knead the clay and 
fire the kiln themselves. Real potters of Latgale do everything properly; 
the opening of the kiln is a special occasion for everyone. Many potters are invited 
to be present at this magical moment, when the most beautiful clay wares are 
removed from the kiln. People in Latgale are very hospitable. You will also have 
the chance to feel the touch of the clay on your hands, sit at the potter’s wheel 
and create your own clay miracle, like ceramist Valdis Pauliņš from Kraslava does 
in the photo report. He also invites all who are interested to join at the opening of 
the kiln. Considering the specifics of a potter’s work, it is advisable to apply to 
the craftsmen at least a week in advance.

More information about ceramists in Latgale:

Ēriks Kudlis – Ludza Tourism Information Centre. Phone: +371 65707203
Photo: Jānis Vidmants

Valdis Pauliņš – Krāslava Tourism Information Centre. Phone: +371 65622201
Photo: Jānis Ozers

Valentīns Petjko – Daugavpils county’s Tourism Information Centre Phone: +371 65422818
Photo: Jānis Ozers

Evalds Vasilevskis – Rēzekne city’s, Rēzekne and Viļāni county’s Tourism Information Centre. 
Phone: +371 64622222
Photo: Aleksandrs Lebeds

Valdis Pauliņš
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Pottery

Valdis Pauliņš
Ceramist Valdis Pauliņš is the only one in Latgale using the
ancient technique of „wrapping” clay products in birch bark.

Ēriks Kudlis
Ēriks Kudlis, a ceramist of the Craftsmen Centre of Ludza, prefers
traditional forms and colours that are characteristic of Latgale.

Valentīns Petjko
An artist with a natural sense of clay and forms. He created 
a monument dedicated to Latgale’s pottery, which can currently 
be seen on the pedestrian street in Daugavpils.

Evalds Vasilevskis
Founder of the Latvian Culture Foundation group „Pūdnieku
skūla” (Potters’ School in Latgallian). He fires his work according
to an ancient technique: pit-type kiln with deanse technique.

Valentīns Petjko

Evalds VasilevskisĒriks Kudlis
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GORS – the first and only 
acoustic concert hall 
of Latvia is located in Rēzekne
The concept of the Embassy of Latgale GORS is a multifunctional culture centre
which writes and tells the story of Latgale. The project employs the most 
up-to-date standards of the entertainment industry and architecture and 
provides the functionality of a culture centre, ensuring both world-class concert 
performances and rendering traditional public services characteristic for culture 
centres, while for visitors of Latgale, this is an opportunity to discover the region’s 
magnificent cultural heritage.

Large photo – central facade of GORS 
Photo: Jānis Ozers
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GORS is the first brand new multifunctional concert hall in Latvia.
Its construction began in 2011; the opening took place in May
2013. This is a meeting point of various cultures and arts, history
and values. GORS is not just a place for the old and long 
established values of Latgale, it is also a reflection of the most
essential trends and developments in the modern world. This
place inspires and encourages, it is an embodiment of local
achievements and a destination alluring visitors to Latgale in order
to discover, enjoy and tell their own stories. In the Latgallian 
language, the word gōrs means spirit which is immaterial
at first but becomes visible, tangible and audible in this centre.

The building of GORS has been influenced by Scandinavian 
architecture and consists of three main parts which contrast each 
other with different facade colours and materials. The centre 
includes two acoustic concert halls – the Great Hall (1000 seats) 
and the Small Hall (220 seats). Both halls have been designed 
according to the acoustic calculations. The centre also houses 
a Choreography Hall, Orchestra rehearsal Hall, music records 
shop, registry office, restaurant and rooms for experiments, 
rehearsals of orchestra, choirs and dance groups.

1. View to the choreography hall – 

here resound the dancing steps of folk, modern or classical
dances.

2. Eastern facade – 
glass constructions underline the centre’s openness and provide
more light.

3. Opening Concert – 
the joint symphony orchestra of the Music School of Jānis 
Ivanovs and the Embassy of Latgale GORS prepare for the 
opening performance on 19 May 2013. Conductor – Jānis 
Stafeckis at the podium.
Photo: Aija Eriņa

4. Interior elements – 
central staircase of concrete and glass design elements.

More information: Rēzekne, the Rēzekne Region and the Viļāni Region 
Tourism Information Centre. Phone: +371 64622222

Culture
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